
Art - Year 5 and 6

This week, Year 7 students took their own Flat
Stanley figures all around Hat Yai! Flat Stanley
enjoyed skateboarding, eating out and
shopping in Central Festival Mall. During tutor
time, students continue to read all about the
adventures of Flat Stanley. This week,
students read 'Flat Stanley in Space' by Jeff
Brown. Well done everyone! 

Flat Stanley Tutor Group Project
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In todays newsletter in art and design
we are celebrating the hard work
from years 5 and 6 in the project
extreme environments. So far we
have looked at the freezing cold in
the north and south poles and the
deep oceans. Next week we will be
drawing animals in hot climates from
around the world including the
sahara dessert

 Year 7 English have been avidly reading the novel
‘Holes’ this half term. I’ve never know a class quite
so desperate to devour a piece of fiction. Through
the novel we were introduced to the outlaw
‘Kissing Kate Barlow’ and decided to create our
very own ‘WANTED’ posters – I’m sure you’ll agree,
there is little chance of her evading capture with
a price of 1,000,000 THB on her head!

WANTED: DEAD OR ALIVE!



Chinese - Year 1 and 2

Years 11 and 12 have been working incredibly
well this term, studying linear and non-linear
graphs. Our students have been embracing
technology to enhance their learning and have
produced high quality work. Students have
uploaded hand-drawn work and have used ICT
to demonstrate excellent progress in the topic
whilst working at home.

Year 11/12 Maths

Secondary ICT/ Computing

Let's give a big round of applause for our "Little
Chinese Teachers" in Y1 & Y2 who have been
motivating and leading their classmates to learn
about greetings, numbers counting, colours and
body parts in Chinese, they bring lots of joy to
the online classes!
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Year 6 are continuing their journey into Extreme survivors by
researching how animals live in the desert. We looked into
different adaptations for the heat and lack of water and the
blowing sand. We also researched a variety of animals
including the Gila Monster, Sidwinder snake, the Jerboa, the
Gerbil and the Fennec fox!

Year 6

Secondary students have been
learning how to code using HTML
during ICT lessons.  For their project
they were each allocated a country
which they had to promote as a
holiday destination.  Students then
created some excellent web pages 
 using the coding skills they had
learnt in class.  



 

 

Year 1
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Year 4

Our maths challenge this week was to do our maths
in a creative way! Pun Pun, Drift and Donut used
Lego to work out their subtraction problem, and
Rigi wrote out her column subtraction on the wall -
I hope it washes off!

Last week (20-26th) was
National Recycling Week in
the UK, an annual event that
celebrates the importance of
recycling. Year 1 learned about
the advantages of recycling
and how it can help our
planet. They rescued
something from going into
the bin and made it into
something they could use
again

Year 2 - IPC

In year 2 this week we have been
exploring flight and how we use
planes to travel great distances
around the world. We had a go at
designing different paper aeroplanes
and comparing how well they were
able to fly.
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Announcements

Festival of the Tenth Lunar Month

Each year, in the 10th lunar month, a major cultural event is held in the
southern part of Thailand. On this occasion, the family members living far from
their hometowns visit their families to make merit in memory of their
ancestors. Legend has it that during the 10th lunar month, the souls of
deceased ancestors are freed from the other world to visit their relatives in the
human world.

We therefore will not have online classes on Wednesday 6th October 2021


